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6 Monte Carlo Drive, Point Cook, Vic 3030

Bedrooms: 5 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 2 Area: 786 m2 Type: House

Luciano Xhuti

0393949000

Kristy Wang

0393949000
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Viewing strictly by appointment only.Experience unparalleled elegance and timeless charm with this exclusive French

Provincial inspired architectural masterpiece. This iconic designer home, adorned with exquisite Tuscan render and

bespoke craftsmanship, stands as a unique gem, representing sophistication and luxury. A grand commitment to quality,

and ultimate classical elegance, coupled with a commanding street presence, this masterpiece is impeccably presented

with precisely manicured gardens, displaying grandeur and majesty from the moment you arrive. Upon entering through

the custom gates, you are immediately greeted by a remarkable entry foyer that showcases spectacular double wrought

iron doors a focal point of architectural mastery and a grand staircase.The B.est • The residence boasts five opulent and

palatial bedrooms, each designed to evoke a sense of grandeur, comfort, and regal superiority. These magnificent

chambers are meticulously crafted to provide an unparalleled living experience, featuring soaring ceilings and expansive

windows that bathe the rooms in abundant natural light.• The kitchen is fitted with high-quality Miele appliances,

ensuring both functionality and style. Miele's innovative features and sleek aesthetics elevate the culinary experience,

adding a touch of modern sophistication to the home's lavish ambiance.• Multiple opulent living zones exude luxury and

elegance, epitomizing advanced design and sophistication• The outdoor area boasts an exquisite in-ground pool and a

chic alfresco space, perfect for glamorous entertaining.The R.est• Included in the design are VELUX skylights featuring

remote-operated electric blinds, adding both convenience and elegance to the space.• Zip Tap, instant hot and cold water

for convenience, as well as refrigerated cooling & heating• The property ensures privacy and security with surveillance

cameras strategically positioned around the house, as well as electric gates providing residents with an additional layer of

peace of mind.• Enhancing the convenient lifestyle, the property includes a double car garage with remote control access

and internal entry. This feature not only offers secure parking but also adds an element of ease to everyday living,

providing direct access to the home from the garageDesigned to cater to both luxury and practicality, the interior layout is

thoughtfully curated. A spacious study serves as a versatile fifth bedroom, while a cozy front lounge offers a perfect

retreat for fireside relaxation. The main living area seamlessly flows into a grand dining space, complete with a wet bar,

expansive dedicated cinema room, and an informal meals area adjacent to the exquisite granite-top kitchen, featuring

high-end Miele appliances and a generous island bench. Set prominently in one of point Cooks most revered addresses,

this grand residence provides the utmost in contemporary luxury and lifestyle just moments from schools, shopping

centres, local parks, and public transportation.    


